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Multimedia authoring is the process of assembling various types of media content such as 

audio, video, text, images, and animation into a multimedia presentation using tools. 

Multimedia Authoring Tool is a useful tool that helps authors to create multimedia 

presentations. Multimedia presentations are very widely used in various fields, such as 

broadcast digital information delivery, digital visual communication in smart cars, and 

others. The Multimedia Authoring tool attributes are the factors that determine the quality 

of a multimedia authoring tool. A multimedia authoring tool needs to have several attributes 

so that these tools can be used properly. The purpose of this literature review study is to 

find the advantages of the multimedia authoring tool attribute in each of the existing studies 

to produce knowledge on how to create a good quality multimedia authoring tool. These 

attributes are Editing, Services, Performance, and the Formal Verification Model. Editing 

attribute is an attribute for interfacing with the author. Followed by Service attribute and 

performance attribute to check and achieve proper multimedia documents. Since 1998, a 

multimedia modeling tool has been studied, and up to now, there have been many studies 

that have focused on one or more of these attributes. This article discusses the existing 

studies to examine the attributes generated from the studies. Multimedia authoring attributes 

are very important to study because they are the benchmarks of the software requirement 

specifications of Multimedia Authoring tools. The use of the Petri net model, the Hoare 

Logic, and the Simple Interactive Multimedia Model as a formal verification model can 

improve the performance of the Multimedia Authoring Tool. In the questionnaire that was 

submitted to the users, it was assessed positively by the users with the improvements in the 

Multimedia Authoring Tool. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Multimedia Authoring Tool is a tool for creating 

multimedia presentations to produce Multimedia documents. 

Multimedia authoring tools should be able to help designers to 

simplify and avoid errors in multimedia documents [1]. A 

multimedia document is a multimedia information repository 

containing multimedia objects and multimedia application 

models [2]. Most of the Multimedia Programming Languages 

used today are Synchronized Multimedia Integration 

Language (SMIL) and Nested Context Language (NCL). 

SMIL and NCL are part of XML which is de facto widely used 

for data exchange, using Data Type Definition as the modeling 

scheme [3]. Multimedia programming language functions for 

writing interactive audiovisual presentations [4]. It defines 

markup for timing, layout, animations, visual transitions, and 

other things [5]. Content from multimedia streaming can be 

distributed across various server locations (cloud-based) [6]. 

A secure framework for multimedia distribution needs to be 

used to ensure its security, performance, and to protect digital 

privacy [7-10]. A multimedia streaming needs an algorithm 

and a routing protocol to manage the on-demand distribution 

of multimedia content [11-13]. Multimedia streaming is 

currently widely used for various applications such as e-

learning, mobile learning, telemedicine, military, and others 

[14-19]. 

Figure 1. Multimedia authoring tool attributes 

The Multimedia Authoring Tools have been created since 

1998 by Dick C.A. Bulterman with the name "GriNS” (A 

Graphical Interface for Creating and Playing SMIL documents) 

[20]. The development of the multimedia authoring tool has 

carried out more specific research for the SMIL language as 

one of the multimedia programming languages. For example, 

the existing research on the development of SMIL multimedia 
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authoring tools are "A Hybrid Approach for Spatio-Temporal 

Validation of Declarative Multimedia Documents" Santos et 

al. [21] and "Steve: A hypermedia authoring tool based on the 

simple interactive multimedia model" by De Mattos and 

Muchaluat-Saade [22]. 

The development of Multimedia Authoring Tool research 

from the beginning until now has different advantages for each 

research. These advantages can be grouped into several 

categories (called Multimedia Authoring Attributes). These 

attributes are Editing, Services, Performances, and Formal 

Modeling / Verification (as in Figure 1) [23]. 

 

 

2. EDITING ATTRIBUTES 

 

The Editing attribute is a facility provided to authors in 

creating multimedia presentations. In the process of editing a 

multimedia presentation, there are two factors: ease of use and 

expressiveness. The editing process is one of the phases in the 

kernel mechanism for multimedia authoring. In this phase, the 

interaction with the author is a matter of concern. Editing 

attributes in the Multimedia authoring tool include the multi-

view user interface, the complexity of use, information about 

errors, conflicts in spatial or temporal view, syntax errors, 

source file errors. The use of proper and regular patterns can 

make application ease of use from various aspects [24]. With 

more and more facilities provided to the author, the value of 

editing attributes is getting better. The editing attributes are 

discussed below.  

 

2.1 Ease of Use 

 

Ease of use is a factor based on the ease of the author in 

making multimedia presentations. One of the factors of ease 

of use is the "WYSIWYG" (What You See Is What You Get) 

authoring environment. Yang and Yang (2003) has been one 

of the researchers who made the user interface in the form of 

"WYSIWYG" [25]. In multimedia authoring tools, there are 

several windows: A visual layout window, a timeline window, 

a filter window, an attribute window, and a preview window. 

In 2018, Steve conducted a study entitled “STEVE: A 

Hypermedia Authoring Tool based on the Simple Interactive” 

[22]. STEVE aims to create hypermedia applications for 

internet and virtual TV systems in a user-friendly way for 

users with no knowledge of multimedia authoring languages 

and templates. From the available tools, several requirements 

are needed to be implemented to develop user-friendly tools 

and allow ordinary users to create multimedia presentation 

documents are Temporal synchronization, Output language, 

Temporal view editing, Spatial View Editing, and Presentation 

Preview as in Figure 2a. 

Mee Young Sung and Do Hyung Lee in 2004, conducted a 

study entitled “A Collaborative Authoring System for 

Multimedia Presentation” [26]. Mee Young Sung 

implemented some ideas for efficient concurrency control. 

The experiments conclude that the system more advantageous 

than traditional multimedia authoring systems in terms of 

authoring time and ease of interaction. In the multimedia 

authoring tool, the author can choose between Temporal 

Relations Network (TRN), timeline editor, or text editor as in 

Figure 2b. Temporal Relations Network is a 3-dimensional 

Spatio-Temporal editor (3D). In the 3D Spatio-temporal, the 

author can specify the temporal aspects and spatial aspects 

simultaneously in the form of 3D graphics. In the 3D graphic, 

one axis (T zone) represents timeline information and the other 

two axes (XY zone) represent spatial coordinates. A visual 

media object (image or video) is represented in the form of a 

rectangular box and an audio media object is represented in the 

form of a cylinder. 

The hierarchy in a user interface is the basis of a multimedia 

authoring tool [27]. The standard hierarchy of the user 

interface model in multimedia authoring tools is shown in 

Figure 3. The user interface hierarchy is a view of a 

multimedia presentation that consists of two main parts 

namely Media and Window view. The media is divided into 

two parts, namely non-visual media and visual media. Non-

visual media is audio. Visual media consists of two parts, 

namely continuous and non-continuous media. Continuous 

media are video and animation. Non-continuous media are 

images and text. The View editor consists of a spatial view, 

temporal view, text view/editor, and message zone for 

interaction with the author. Top-down and bottom-up 

strategies can be used to help novice authors to create 

multimedia documents [28]. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 2. (a) Example of Multimedia Authoring User 

Interface [26]; (b) Temporal Relation Network [27] 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Hierarchy of Multimedia Authoring tools user 

interface 
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2.2 Expressivity 

 

The characteristics of multimedia authoring in a multimedia 

authoring tool are very important for the author. Characteristic 

factors in expressivity multimedia authoring are document 

logical structures, representation of media objects, 

presentation characteristic specifications separated from a 

component definition, reuse, definition of links in a 

composition domain, complex relationships among 

components, flexibility in temporal specifications, and 

adaptation to a presentation platform [29]. 

• Document logical structures 

Document logical structuring is a form of a grouping of 

elements that can be used to create specifications for a 

multimedia presentation. The composition of the grouping 

elements is a facility to present groups in parallel or 

sequentially in making multimedia presentations. 

• Representation of media objects  

A multimedia authoring that has media groupings based on 

the basic types of media such as text, audio, image, and video. 

This facility allows a definition of a media object that is 

independent of media content. This means that media content 

can be used by several different objects. 

• Presentation characteristic specifications separated 

from a component definition 

A multimedia authoring can also have the facility to provide 

specifications for multimedia presentation components on 

different objects. This makes it possible to create several 

different multimedia presentation specifications with the same 

components or vice versa to make a multimedia presentation 

with different media components. 

• Reuse 

An important feature of multimedia authoring tools is that 

they allow the reuse of a media object in another document or 

other part of a document. Through object’s references to avoid 

changing an object specification more than once will make the 

authoring process simpler. 

• Definition of links in a composition domain 

Another facility is to allow a media object to have a different 

link on reuse. For example, in the first composition media 

object A has two links to media objects B and C. In the second 

composition, media object A has a different link, namely in 

media object D. 

• Complex relationships among components 

An expressive multimedia authoring can define complex 

relationships between media objects. For example, if media 

object A and media object B have finished being presented, 

then media object C begins to be presented. Another example 

is if media object A is being presented and media object B is 

finished being presented then media object C is starting to be 

presented.  

• Flexibility in temporal specifications  

Another facility is the ability to specify the temporal 

behavior of a media object flexibly. Temporal specifications 

are for defining temporal intervals such as duration, time begin, 

and time end. Another flexibility is to make adjustments to 

improve presentation time if unexpected events occur. 

• Adaptation to a presentation platform 

Another facility is to adapt a multimedia presentation to the 

platform on which the multimedia is presented. These 

parameters include user profile information, language used or 

quality of service information, and bandwidth. 

The study entitled "SMIL Author: An Authoring System for 

SMIL-Based Multimedia Presentations" provides copy, cut, 

and paste facilities on the application toolbar to strengthen the 

expressivity attributes [30]. 

 

 

3. SERVICES ATTRIBUTES 

 

The method used in this research is to use six generic steps 

in conducting a review analysis. These steps are as follows: 

• Perform formulations in search of questions or 

objectives. 

• Search for further literature materials 

• Screening for inclusion 

• Doing preliminary studies 

• Perform data extraction 

• Perform data analysis 

This research method is suitable for the problem of this 

study. Problem-solving in this study uses secondary data that 

can be solved using a six generic step method in conducting a 

review analysis. 

The specific implementation for the objective formulation 

process is as follows: 

• Clarify the basic concepts involved in this research 

process. 

• Doing the right research question selection 

• Establish a suitable research question 

The implementation of a literature review search in this 

study is to match existing secondary data in existing research. 

The data sought is related to the Multimedia Authoring Tools. 

In a preliminary study, the process of compiling a multimedia 

authoring hierarchy is carried out as shown in Figure 3. The 

search results for literature that match preliminary studies will 

be followed by data extraction. Data extraction was collected 

following the objectives of this study. The final step in the 

research method in this study is to analyze the data from the 

results of data extraction in the previous step. 

Services are measured by the services provided by 

Multimedia Authoring tools to the authors. The services 

provided are divided into three parts: Formatting, Consistency 

Checking, and Diagnosis. The service attributes are discussed 

below. 

 

3.1 Temporal formatting 

 

Formatting attributes are emphasized on the temporal 

formatting in creating multimedia presentations. Formatting 

attributes can be assessed if the multimedia authoring tool 

developed has a temporal view editing or timeline view editing. 

Temporal formatting is pre-verification for temporal conflict. 

While the author creates a temporal view or timeline view, the 

authoring tool does the initial verification if the author makes 

a mistake in inserting a multimedia presentation scenario in 

the temporal view. Formatting algorithms need to take into 

account non-deterministic environments and need to take into 

account sudden improvements when the presentation is 

running. Problems that arise during multimedia presentations 

are network delay, user interaction [31]. HyperProp is a system 

that represents the Spatio-temporal structure in a multimedia 

presentation. Using the hyper Prop System can correct errors 

in the temporal formatting attribute. Hyper Prop System 

performs real-time consistency checking on elastic time [31]. 
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3.2 Consistency checking 

 

Consistent checking is a temporal checking of all phases in 

multimedia authoring (Visual Editor, Kernel Mechanism, and 

SMIL documents). Consistency checking is important in 

multimedia authoring and multimedia documents because it 

ensures the multimedia aspects of the presentation can be 

executed [23, 32]. Creating a multimedia presentation involves 

writing temporal and spatial relations, writing constraints on 

temporal writing is sometimes inconsistent. The 

inconsistencies must be identified as soon as possible and the 

inconsistencies are eliminated. Consistency and inconsistency 

checks can be processed on the XML metadata used in 

multimedia authoring [33]. Eliminating inconsistencies can 

save time and simplify the algorithmic modeling process of a 

multimedia presentation [34]. The interface hierarchy as 

shown in Figure 3 will be processed by the Semantic Validator 

Module shown in Figure 4. Multimedia presentations also 

need to do semantic checking (semantic verification), As 

shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4b, semantic checking is 

processed in two phases (editor phase and playback phase) by 

Annalisa Bossi and Ombretta Gaggi [35].  

The Semantic Validator Module (Figure 4a) will have the 

following effects: 

• The Semantic Validator Module can set the initial 

duration value of a media in multimedia 

presentations. 

• Semantic Validator Module can check nested tags 

in SMIL documents. 

• The Semantic Validator Module can check 

conflicting values on the designed multimedia 

presentation. 

• The author can check the consistency of the SMIL 

language used in the designed multimedia 

presentation. 

The Semantic Validator Module was modified and 

developed by Gaggi (Figure 4b) to provide additional 

functions. The Semantic Validator Module can be 

implemented in various authoring interfaces. This 

modification also has an automatic pipeline function to 

validate many SMIL documents. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 4. (a) Semantic Validator; (b) SMIL Validator by 

Gaggi [35] 

In 2010, Jack Jansen, Pablo Cesar, Dick C. A. Bulterman 

from CWI: Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica, Amsterdam 

conducted a study entitled “A Model for Editing Operations 

on Active Temporal Multimedia Documents” [36]. Jansen 

conducted a study for the categorization of modification 

operations. These categories make consistency in temporal 

semantics. These categories also become a different 

implementation for temporal semantics. Verification that is 

processed by the editing operation model on active temporal 

multimedia is pseudo-classes as follows: 

• Invalid operation: There is an invalid operation that 

causes invalid multimedia documents. An example is 

the incorrect attribute change on a media object. 

• Trivial operation: Operation on the declarative part of 

<head> element that has no direct effect. 

• Out of scope operations: Operations of media objects 

that fail semantic-checking verification. 

• Side effect: Checking for indirect effects occurs when 

the attribute changes on a media object. 

 

3.3 Diagnosis service 

 

Diagnosis Service is a Multimedia Authoring tool that can 

provide error information that occurs to the author. Error 

information given to the author is in the form of line location 

information in the multimedia programming code that 

experiences errors or conflicts. The information provided also 

contains error information that occurred at the location of the 

line. Usually, the user interface has a special window or pop 

window to provide information to the author. As shown in 

Figure 5a, a Messages Zone in user interfaces in the 

multimedia authoring tool for service diagnosis [23]. As 

shown in Figure 5b, an Error Zone Message in a user interface 

in the multimedia authoring tool for service diagnosis [37]. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 5. (a) Zone messages for diagnosis service; (b) Error 

message for diagnosis service 

 

 

4. PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES 

 

The Performance Attribute provides an overview of the 

system from the Multimedia Authoring tool. The measured 

factor is incremental feedback when creating Multimedia 

programming language coding or when documenting 

specifications. The performance attributes are discussed below. 

 

4.1 Incrementality 

 

Incrementality is the ability to process data that considers 

changes in input data [38]. The concept of Incremental is the 

ability of the software to recalculate only the changed input 
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data. This will save processing time [39]. To create a system 

that can detect errors as quickly as possible during the editing 

process, a system with a model that has incremental 

verification is needed. Modeling called the SMIL Net 

hierarchy (H SMIL Net) can carry out incremental verification. 

Systems that have the ability to incremental verification have 

the advantage of having a good response time Graphical 

representation for body place, sequence place, and parallel 

place are shown in Figure 6 [32].  

 

 
 

Figure 6. Graphical representation of composite places 

 

4.2 Optimized verification 

 

Verification is an important thing in Multimedia Authoring 

besides modeling, verification, and modeling are two things 

that are inseparable in the Kernel Mechanism. Optimized 

verification has several ways such as whole verification, local 

verification. Verification can be in the form of temporal 

verification or spatial verification in a Multimedia document 

[40].  

Verification can be in the form of Multimedia Programming 

code or in the form of temporal view or timeline view. 

Verification is done on document specifications and platform 

specifications, media properties that are not intrinsic (can be 

semantic checking), and temporal inconsistencies. There are 

several verification strategies, including Reachability Analysis, 

Time Computation, Model Checking, and Rule Validation 

[39]. 

 

4.2.1 Time computation 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Example Time conflict detection 

 

In the time computation strategy, calculating the overall 

duration of time from a Petri Net Model hierarchy, every time 

there is a change the calculation is done in stages from the local 

level first. If at the local level there are no errors, then the 

calculation will proceed to a higher level. But if it turns out 

there is an error at a level/group of elements/media, the 

calculation and verification process will be stopped first and 

give an error warning to the author. An example of temporal 

verification processes using time computation with the H- 

SMIL Net model is shown in Figure 7. 

If the duration of the "vid1" element is changed from 50 to 

60, the algorithm for detecting the change are: 

• Step1: D (par1) = 100 and D '(par1) = 110 

• Step 2: D (par1) = D (par1) 

• Step 3:"par 1" is invariant 

where: 

D = Total duration before modification 

D’ = Total duration after modification 

It was found that the value of D = 100 which is invariant 

(because it is explicitly written in a multimedia document) 

turns out to have a different value from the results of the 

calculation of time. This causes the Kernel Mechanism to 

detect errors and stop the process further.  

 

4.2.2 Spatiotemporal conflict verification 

In 2012, Samia Bouyakoub and Abedkader Belkhir 

conducted a study entitled A Spatio-Temporal Authoring Tool 

for Multimedia SMIL document [40]. This study discusses 

spatial conflicts that will reduce the quality of multimedia 

presentations. This happens because there are some 

overlapping objects. In non-visual objects such as audio, 

overlapping occurs in time. In visual objects such as video, 

image, and text, overlapping occurs in time and layout. As 

shown in Figure 8, there are two types of spatial conflicts, the 

first is the entire spatial conflict in two regions (region R1 and 

region R2). The second is partial spatial conflict in two regions 

(region R1 and region R2). Spatial conflicts are allowed if 

playing time is different, but if the playing time is the same 

then this conflict does not occur. Spatial conflicts that occur 

during playing at the same time are called Spatio-temporal 

conflicts. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Example entire spatial and partial spatial Conflict 

between two region R1 and R2 

 

There are 169 possible spatial relations in the two regions, 

that Bouyakoub did for grouping overlapping spatial cases. Of 

the 169 cases, there were 81 cases of overlapping spatial. 

Baoyakuob divides into 5 case classes by considering the 

following properties as shown in Figure 9. 

Class 1: (Y2 <Y1 <Y2+H2) && ((X1< X2+L2) && 

((X1+L1) >X2)) 

Figure 9a are forms of spatial conflict that occur in 

overlapping conflict class 1. There are 19 forms that are 
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classified as overlapping class 1. 

Class 2: (Y2 <Y1+H1 <Y2+H2) && ((X1< X2+L2) && 

(X1+L1) >X2) 

Figure 9b are forms of spatial conflict that occur in 

overlapping conflict class 2. There are 14 forms that are 

classified as overlapping class 2. 

Class 3: ((Y2 <Y1+H1 <Y2+H2) && (Y2<=Y1)) &&(X1< 

X2+L2) && (X1+L1>X2)) 

Figure 9c are forms of spatial conflict that occur in 

overlapping conflict class 3. There are 10 forms that are 

classified as overlapping class 3. 

Class 4: ((Y1<=Y2) && (Y2+H2<= Y1+H1)) && ((X2 

<X1<X2+L2) 

Figure 9d are forms of spatial conflict that occur in 

overlapping conflict class 4. There are 7 forms that are 

classified as overlapping class 4. 

Class 5: (((Y1<=Y2) && (Y1+H1>= Y2+H2)) &&  

(X1<=X2) && (X1+L1>=X2 +L2)) | | 

((Y2<=Y1) && (Y2+H2>= Y1+H1)) && (X2<=X1) && 

(X2+L2>=X1 +L1) 

Figure 9e are forms of spatial conflict that occur in 

overlapping conflict class 4. There are 26 forms that are 

classified as overlapping class 5. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 

Figure 9. Spatial conflict of (a) case 1 (b) case 2 (c) case 3 

(d) case 4 (e) case 5 

 

Spatial verification is detecting overlapping spatial at 

certain time intervals and looking for empty areas that will not 

cause spatial conflicts. As an example illustrated in the 

program the following causes: 

 

<smil> 

<head>  

<layout> 

   <root-layout width="800" height="800"/> 

   <region id="reg1" width="400" height="300" top="0" 

left="100"/> 

    <region id="reg2" width="400" height="300" 

top="500" left="0"/> 

    <region id="reg3" width="200" height="200" 

top="600" left="600"/> 

</layout> 

</head> 

<body> 

      <par> 

  <video src="vid1.mp4" id="img1" region="reg1" 

dur="50"/> 

   <video src="vid2.mp4" id="img1" region="reg2" 

dur="50"/> 

  <video src="vid3.mp4" id="img1" region="reg3" 

dur="50"/> 

        </par> 

</body> 

</smil> 

 

Examples of the programs will result in the position of the 

media as in the Figure 10a. For example, the author will add 

an element that is played in the parallel group with the 

previous program as follows: 

 

<region id="reg4" width="300" height="400" top="200" 

left="200"/> 

<video src="vid3.mp4" id="img1" region="reg4" 

dur="50"/> 

 

    
(a)                               (b) 

    
(c)                              (d) 

 

Figure 10. (a) Spatial view form example program (b) 

Spatial Object overlapping (c) Area calculation for Spatial 

conflict (d) Spatial conflict correction: region reg4 displays 

on another area 

 

Figure 10b is an example of spatial overlapping that occurs 

on object D with two objects (Object A and Object B). The 

Spatio-temporal authoring system will function to correct the 

conflict or overlapping spatial. The system will start searching 

for areas that are still empty. The system will calculate the area 
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in a rectangle according to the area that is filled in the reg1, 

reg2, and reg3 regions (Figure 10c). After the system finds an 

area that can be used for the reg4 region, the system will 

propose an area that can be used as shown in Figure 10d. 

Indiscriminate spatial changes in the information on a video 

can reduce the quality of the video reference. This means that 

spatial changes must be carried out correctly so that quality is 

maintained [41, 42]. Video quality can be measured so that the 

quality can be maintained, one of the methods is the video 

motion quality (VMQ) algorithm [43]. 

 

4.2.3 Model checking 

Time Petri Net Analyzer or called TINA 

(http://www.laas.fr/tina) is a software for editing and 

analyzing Petri Nets and Time Petri Nets (TPN). TINA can be 

used to find out conflicts such as deadlocks, linear temporal 

properties, or bisimilarity. TINA can be given input form in 

textual format (in XML) and graphical [44].  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 11. (a) Example of a scenario using TPN [45] (b) A 

scenario of the flow latency from the example [45] 

 

The Model checking on Time Petri Nets is checking the trip 

token from the initial place to reaching the destination place. 

Then check whether the token remains at the destination place 

sometime later. Checking can be processed using recorded 

behavior, which is called conformance checking [46]. For 

example, searching for tokens can be seen in Figure 11a which 

has 19 places and 14 transitions. Starting from the token which 

is in the initial place until reaching the “Da_output” transition. 

The results of the search can be described as in Figure 11b, by 

looking at the scenario of the flow latency [45]. 

In 2016, Fatma Zohra Mekalia, Abdelghani Ghomari, Samy 

Yazid, and Djamel Djenouri conducted a study entitled 

“Temporal and Spatial Coherence Verification in SMIL 

Documents with Hoare Logic and Disjunctive Constraints: A 

Hybrid Formal Method” [37]. The study discusses the problem 

of conducting formal verification on a SMIL document. 

Modified Hoare logic is used to find this solution. If there is a 

conflict or overlapping spatially and temporally, then there is 

a system of reporting error conditions. The reporting is useful 

for the author to fix the existing conflict. 

A SMIL file that will be evaluated, will enter the spatial and 

temporal verification system. If there are spatial and temporal 

conflicts, there are messages and options to correct the error. 

The author can choose the repair scenario options offered by 

the system. The verification system starts with checking the 

temporal attribute and spatial attribute of each media object as 

following: 

 

𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

∶

{
 

 
((𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑚 ≥ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑛) ∧

(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑚 ≤ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑛 + 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑛))) ∨

(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑛 ≥ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑚) ∧
(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑛 ≤ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑚 + 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑚))))

 
(1) 

 

𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒

∶ {

(𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑛 ≤ 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑚 + ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑚) ∧

((𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑚𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑚) ≤ (𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑚 −𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑛)) ∧

((𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑛 − 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑚) ≤ 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑚)
 

(2) 

 

4.3 Experimental, test, and evaluation 

 

A Multimedia Authoring Tool can be evaluated and tested 

in two ways. The first evaluation is to check the correctness of 

the output of the tool. Checks were carried out using the World 

Wide Web SMIL Test Suite [47].  

The Test Suite uses linking and interaction tests on 

multimedia documents. The test scenario uses the following 

parameters: 

• General link 

• Selection of start/end on each multimedia element 

• Link-activated start / end execution 

• Selection of priority for multimedia elements 

• Use of <excl> activation 

• A temporal search of links 

 

Table 1. SMIL player testing 

 

Players 
Temporal 

linking 

Start/ end 

tags 

Event Base 

<excl> 

Internet Explorer No Support Support Support 

Real Player Support Support 
Support 

(Poor) 

Ambulant SMIL 

Player 
Support Support Support 

 

The results of the SMIL player evaluation experiments are 

shown in Table 1 and Figure 12. The Internet explorer player 

successfully performs the basic functions of a SMIL player, 

the player can execute start and end tags properly. Internet 

Explorer does not support temporal linking, the experiment 

always fails all temporal linking tests. On the <excl> event 

activation attempt, the Internet Explorer player managed to run 

the tags properly. The Real Player has successfully performed 

the basic functions of a SMIL Player by executing start and 
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end tags. Real Player also managed to execute the base <excl> 

event tag properly, but while checking temporal linking, it 

encountered several failures. Ambulant SMIL Player has 

successfully performed the basic functions of a SMIL Player 

by executing start and end tags. Ambulant Player also 

successfully executed the base <excl> event tag properly. At 

the time of checking temporal linking, the Ambulant Player 

experienced a tag execution failure on the temporal linking. 

 

 
 

Figure 12. SMIL player evaluation 

 

A Multimedia Authoring Tool is tested by creating a 

questionnaire [35]. The questionnaire was submitted to ten 

users. The questionnaire contains four questions for users to 

measure the usefulness of the Multimedia Authoring tool. 

Users answer questions by rating on a scale of 1 to 5. The four 

questions are as follows: 

Q1: How useful is the Multimedia Authoring Tool? 

Q2: How many errors can the Multimedia Authoring Tool 

detect? 

Q3: How is the user experience using Multimedia 

authoring Tool? 

Q4: How do the instructions for using the Multimedia 

Authoring Tool relate to the attempt to learn them? 

 

Table 2. Questionnaire results 

 
 Answers  

Question 1 2 3 4 5 Total of Users 

Q1  1 4 4 1 10 

Q2 1 4 4 1  10 

Q3   4 6  10 

Q4   4 5 1 10 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Questionnaire results 

 

The results of the questionnaire are shown in Table 2 and 

Figure 13. In the first question that discusses the usefulness of 

the Multimedia Authoring Tools from user perceptions, the 

average scale value is 3.5. It can be seen that users rate 

positively on the usefulness of the Multimedia Authoring Tool. 

In the second question, which discusses the many errors 

detected by Multimedia Authoring tools, the average scale 

value is 2.5. It appears that there is still a need for continuous 

improvement on the Multimedia Authoring Tool to be able to 

detect and validate errors that may occur when making 

multimedia presentations. In the third question, which 

discusses user experience using Multimedia Authoring Tools, 

the average scale score is 3.6. This shows that the user has a 

positive perception while using the tool. In the third question 

which discusses the ease of use of Multimedia Authoring 

Tools, the average scale value is 3.7. This shows that the user 

has a positive perception that the effort to use the tool is not 

difficult. 

 

 

5. FORMAL VERIFICATION MODEL ATTRIBUTES 

 

Formal verification is a process to prove a system has the 

correctness of the system's functions. Formal verification is 

very useful to prove the correctness of a system in software. 

Formal verification uses formal models or abstractions from 

mathematical models. 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Formal verification techniques 

 

Formal verification techniques use 3 ways to perform 

verification, namely Model Checking, Theorem Proving, and 

Equivalence Checking (as shown in Figure 14).  

Model Checking is a state-based formal verification 

approach. Simple Interactive Multimedia Model can be used 

by the Multimedia Authoring Tool to check the model. 

Theorem Proving is a process of verifying that a system 

implementation is under the specifications of the software. 

Hoare Logic can be used by the Multimedia Authoring Tool to 

perform Theorem Proving. Equivalence Checking is a process 

to verify the functions of software have accuracy. Petri Net can 

be used by a Multimedia Authoring Tool to verify equivalence. 

A Petri Net has the advantage of being able to process the 

flow of multimedia presentations. A Petri net is a group of 

directed arcs that connects palaces and transitions in a 

multimedia presentation. Places stores tokens [48]. Marking a 

Petri Net is assigning tokens to places. Modified Petri nets can 

be modified for several specific purposes. Real-Time 

Synchronization Model (RTSM) is a modification of the Petri 

net to represent the temporal layout of multimedia 

presentations [49]. The Petri Net model with a non-

deterministic event is a modification of the Petri net to divide 

the temporal layout into several parts for easier processing 

[25]. Hierarchy SMIL Petri Net (H-SMIL Net) is a 

modification of the Petri net to be able to verify the temporal 

and hyper-temporal consistency [32, 40, 48]. Time Petri Nets 

(TPN) is a modification of Petri nets to verify temporal 

consistency for NCL multimedia programming language [50]. 

Petri Net is not only processed normally but also can be 

processed and combined with fuzzy logic [51, 52]. Petri Net 

with Fuzzy Logic is a modification of the Petri net to perform 

a Spatio-temporal knowledge base using fuzzy logic [53, 54]. 

Another multimedia modeling document is Hoare Logic. 
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Hoare Logic is a formal system for verifying a computer 

program using logic rules [35]. Hoare Logic Rules Enrichment 

is a modification of Hoare Logic that aims to verify temporal 

inconsistencies in SMIL documents [37]. Hoare Logic uses 

mathematical equations to perform the theorem verification 

process on a system in multimedia authoring tools. Hoare 

Logic has the advantage of fully verifying a system for 

multimedia presentations. 

Simple Interactive Multimedia Model or called SIMM is a 

multimedia document model that aims to use event-based 

temporal synchronization. The Simple Interactive Multimedia 

Model is an event-based model that can occur synchronously 

or asynchronously [22]. SIMM uses states that can model a 

multimedia presentation system. The modeling has the 

advantage of increasing the success of error checking in 

Multimedia Authoring tools. 
 

6. SUMMARY 

 

Table 3 shows the research that is used as data for reviewing 

multimedia authoring tool attributes. In multimedia authoring 

attributes, several attributes are widely researched, namely: 

consistency checking, optimized verification, and formal 

verification model. Attribute editing consists of ease of use 

and expressivity that have a function that the author must have 

the ease of creating multimedia documents. Attributes of 

Formatting, Consistency Checking, Incrementality, and 

Optimized verification have the same function for verifying 

multimedia documents, but at different phases. Service 

attributes are processed first before performance attributes are 

processed. Attribute diagnosis is part of the interface of the 

tool used by the author to inform the results of formatting and 

consistency checking. The attribute formal verification model 

is an attribute that is indirectly contained in modeling 

multimedia documents. In the future research can also be done 

by examining other attributes that have not been thoroughly 

studied, or adding sub-attributes to strengthen existing 

attributes. One of the sub performance attributes that can be 

investigated further is the multimedia document size [55]. 

 

Table 3. Summary 

 
Attribute Sub Attribute Paper 

Editing  Ease of Use [22][25][26][27][28] 

 Expressivity [29][30] 

Service Formatting [31][31] 

 Consistency Checking [23][32][34][35][36] 

 Diagnosis [23][37] 

Performance Incrementality [32][38][39] 

 Optimized Verification [37][39][40][44][46][45]  

Formal Verification Model  [22][32][35][37][40][48][49][53][54] 
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